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ABSTRACT 
 

 These days’ mental illness is a prime cause of functional and social issues in our day to 

day life. Neuroscience revels that our brain is the root cause of mental stress, anxiety and 

Depression. The mood and chronic levels in our brain results in various physiological 

disorders Like Bipolar disorder(BD). Bipolar Disorder is a mood disorder which has 

different stages from manic episodes to severe depression. Clinical and Research data 

shows that delay in treatment results in high level of stress and mood swing episodes with 

worse discourse like cardiac arrest, brain stroke, heart attack and depression. This paper 

aims at identifies the mental level by studying feature selection, classification and cross 

validation. Therefore, this paper proposes the Machine Learning(ML) based framework 

that identifies the bipolar disorder in early stage and the proposed framework help in 

making a computer - based predicting and diagnosis tool mental and stress detection. 

Further, this paper analyses the different transformation like depression to Mania, from 

depression to BD, from BD to hypomania and to identify pre-bipolar depression. The 

machine learning algorithms like Support Vector Machine(SVM), Logistic 

Regression(LR), Naïve Bayes(NB) and K-Nearest Neighbor(K-NN) for analysing the risk 

factors and accuracy to get output. Different Machine Learning Models are used to 

analyse the risk factors and accuracy in detection of mental stage. The Precision, 

accuracy, F1 score and recall value analysis are deducted on dataset to predict the 

required result. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Bipolar disorder is the most dangerous and life threatening disorder in the field of 

psychiatry. Many work is being done in the field of Medical Science, but when we look in the 

field of Psychiatry, there is still many miles to go. In this paper they focus on risk analysis 

factors for prediction and early signs of illness to achieve this goal (Subhani et al., 2017). 

Bipolar disorder has a progressive nature which needs an early intervention strategy. There are 

many proposed models to identify the mental conditions of an individual. Such systems are 

based on Machine Learning Algorithms which works on Test and Train data. To obtain the 

critical response for mental stress neuroimaging modals such as electroencephalography (EEG) 

is used to record the state and functional variations in the brain (Mateo-Sotos et al., 2020). An 

assessment of stress has extracted several physiological features and employed ML 

classification Models. A methodology to predict quantitative differences between stress and 

control condition as well as different levels of stress. The dataset taken into consideration have 

different features and attributes related to mental state of patients using various means. 

Analysing various models of researchers this was analysed that if symptoms are studied and 

analysed in time with physician’s consultancy and guidance then the patients can be given 

proper guidance and treatment. The severe mental condition like brain storm, anxiety, 

Depression and bipolar disorder can be taken care in advance so that they cannot reach a 

maximum Level (O’Donovan et al., 2020).  

All around the world large number of peoples are suffering from severe Bipolar and 

Depressive Disorders. The classification, characterization, modelling and diagnostic analysis 

of these Mental disorders are of prime importance in Clinical and medical Research. The 

selective features are applied to some ML classifier models like Support Vector 

Machine(SVM), Logistic Regression(LR), Naïve Bayes(NB) and K-Nearest Neighbor(K-NN). 

A computer based mental arithmetic test was employed to test stress of both stressed and 

controlled persons (Subhani et al., 2017). 

 

1.1 Identifying Risk factors of Bipolar Disorder onset and Course 

Identifying risk factors at early stages are an important key for treatment and need less 

interventions (Vieta et al., 2018). Episodes of depression with psychotic symptoms and an early 

onset gives result to predict conversion to Bipolar disorder. The combined interaction between 

prodromal symptoms and risk factors may lead to Bipolar Disorder. Still the real mechanism 

of this remains unknown. There are three types of Risk factors affecting bipolar disorder 

peoples as shown in Figure 1., they are Environmental Risk Factors, Biological Risk factors 

and Prodromal Symptoms. 

 

1.1.1 Environmental Risk factors  

 

There are various risk factors related to environment have been proposed for ipolar disorder. 

These factors include stressful life events like sexual abuse, antidepressant use or substance 

misuse such as alcohol or cocaine misuse (Vieta et al., 2018). 
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1.1.2 Biological Risk Factors 

 

Biological risk factors include family history of people suffering from bipolar disorder or 

other neurodevelopment factors like child development delay (Vieta et al., 2018). The details 

of family history are one of the major risk factors for bipolar disorder, whereas sexual abuse 

has been consistently related to a worse illness course (Vieta et al., 2018).  

 

1.1.3 Prodromal Symptoms 

 

Symptoms of this bipolar disorder can be heterogeneous i.e. this has mixed features of 

anxiety, depressive symptoms, mood lability, psychosis or subjective sleep problems as 

predictors of dimensional factors of bipolar disorder. The most important and robust predictive 

factor is the presence of hypomanic subthreshold symptoms. These symptoms of bipolar 

disorder can be heterogeneous (Vieta et al., 2018). Dimensional factors predictive of bipolar 

disorder include anxiety and depressive symptoms, mood lability, and psychosis or subjective 

sleep problems, but the most robust predictive factor is the presence of subthreshold 

(hypo)manic symptoms.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Risk factors affecting bipolar disorder patients 

1.2 Depression preceding diagnosis of bipolar disorder 

Initially we have gone through the identification of clinical characteristics of patients 

having depressive episodes who subsequently develop episodes of Mania and Hypomania 

(O’Donovan et al., 2020). These depressive episodes are transforming from stage to stage in 

the following manner.  This transformation can be done in following ways: - 
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1.2.1 Onset polarity and interval from Initial depression to Initial Mania:  

 

These patients have depressive episodes that transform into mania. Their family data 

suggest the polarity at onset is possibly a heritable trait and may identify separate categories or 

subtypes of genetic bipolar disorder. This transformation is quite familiar in depressive peoples 

(O’Donovan et al., 2020). 

 

1.2.2 Conversion from major depression to BD:  

 

Major depression is a very serious and mental illness which can be treated in time and 

handled at ease (O’Donovan et al., 2020). A set of observations are related to longitudinal 

cohort of people suffering from major depression. If they are observed for sufficient times, then 

many of them will convert from depression to BD-I and BD-II. Factors related to Risk for 

Conversion from Depression to bipolar disorder are: - 

▪ Family history and details of bipolar disorder. 

▪ Early onset polarities. 

▪ Typical feature related to disorder. 

▪ Psych motive retardation. 

▪ Functional impairment. 

▪ Mixed features. 

▪ Initial hypomanic symptoms 

 

1.2.3 Bipolar Depression in absence of hypomania:  

 

 Many studies show that not all bipolar depression patients develop some mania episodes 

(O’Donovan et al., 2020). Their family history is an important factor indicating different types 

of depression. Clinical features are summarised to identify pre-bipolar depression. The clinical 

features show a transformation precedes a confirmed diagnosis of BD and Unipolar Depression 

(O’Donovan et al., 2020). They have to identify whether a patient having depression have 

symptoms of bipolar depression, if yes, then what will be the after effects or outcomes of 

clinical management. Assessment of Family history of bipolar disorder patients is very 

important at an early stage. This shows the environmental and biological factors relating and 

affecting to genetic disorder (O’Donovan et al., 2020). Assessment of course of illness like the 

course of medication, long illness, bed reddens and other factors are also assessed for analysis. 

Clinicians are facing difficulty to assess early onset and recurrent episodic depression as well 

as seasonality and hormonal status, the changes in the course of illness with time and attention 

is paid to past and prospective course in a methodical manner (O’Donovan et al., 2020). This 

is very important where there is a family history of bipolar disorder or an early onset. The 

mixed symptoms of analysis and assessment which interprets in depressive and bipolar 

episodes are the best challenge for the clinicians when we look for guidance from the literature 

having broad and narrow interpretations of mixed symptoms (O’Donovan et al., 2020). 

Pragmatic management of possible and probable pre-bipolar depression is also studied. This is 

largely accepted that bipolar and Unipolar depression are treated differently, there is an overlap 

of minority of bipolar –I and some bipolar-II depressions that may be distinct in response to 
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antidepressants (Agnihotri et al.,2022). Some specific treatments for depression with family 

history of bipolar disorder. There can be no recommendations specifically for bipolar disorder 

group at this time as all the data is extrapolation. Clinicians should be experienced and have 

good knowledge of Unipolar, bipolar, child and adolescent, youth guidelines. There are mixed 

guidelines for bipolar states and are applicable where they can fit and change according to 

treatment response (Agnihotri et al.,2022). 

 

1.3 Related Study 

 

The review gives a comprehensive literature and study on Depression, bipolar disorder and ML 

techniques for the prediction and analysis of Risk factors in Bipolar Disorder. the literature 

aiming to reduce the prevalence of anxiety disorders through effective early prediction, in a 

way to improve the health and life of such patients in reducing health care delay and medical 

cost.  

Few studies show that researchers attempted to find out patients suffering from Bipolar 

Disorder. A study proposed a ML framework involved in feature selection, EEG feature 

Extraction, classification and tenfold cross validation by reducing 94.6% accuracy for two-

Level identification of stress and 83.4 % accuracy for multiple level identification (Subhani et 

al., 2017). The characterization of early stages of BD, early recognition and treatment are 

critical in preventing unfavourable outcomes (Rios et al., 2015). In another study, it was 

predicted that a hypomania related symptoms from patterns of whole-brain results in activation 

in two independent samples. It works on early identification of individual’s level bipolar 

disorder risk in young adults (De Oliveira et al., 2015). One of the paper discussed that the 

output that CNN MDRP with random forest has high accuracy than other algorithms in bipolar 

disease prediction. This paper shows the changes in Grey matter and white Matter of the 

different data groups individuals (Sujatha et al., 2021). The implementations of early 

intervention strategies may help to change the outcome of the illness and evert potentially 

irreversible harm to patients with BD (Vieta et al., 2018). Another study focuses on depression 

that precedes an onset of manifest BD as early stage BD (O’Donovan et al., 2020). A research 

paper proposed an Extreme gradient boosting (XGB) Machine Learning method involving an 

EEG signal is proposed. A standard 10-fold cross validation process with 94% high prediction 

accuracy, precision>0.94 and high recall >0.94. XGB system trained with clinical data may 

serve as a new tool to assist in the diagnosis of patients with BD (Mateo-Sotos et al., 2020). 

Flask web framework was used to handle HTTP requests of the predictions. HTML page was 

created to display the predictions (Geetha et al., 2020). Another researcher studies a ML DT 

algorithm about structured and unstructured data for portioning of data. It reaches a94.8% 

quicker speed to produce report consist of possibilities of occurrence of disease (Chen, M et 

al., 2017). Applying various ML models on patient’s data also helped in creating a prediction 

model of various symptoms (Leal J, 2018). In another study, a prediction model was developed 

to detect depression and anxiety in aged patients by studying there clinical and demographic 

features using ML algorithms (Sau et al., 2018).  

A team of researchers has classified the depressive and manic states of patients by using 

smartphone integrated sensors technology (Grünerbl et al., 2018). A study investigated the 

highest feature of importance in health to be monitored using ML techniques for ranking 
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symptoms of Bipolar Disorder (Doryab et al., 2018). For understanding patient’s health, a 

model was prepared of mood charting for patient monitoring and gave day to day analysis and 

understanding of patient health (Bauer et al., 2018). A study correlated mental health symptoms 

gathered from smartphones and draw a conclusion that the daily records of physical and social 

activities should be recorded for a certain interval of time (Faurholt-Jepsen et al., 2018). AD 

model was designed which predicted depressing state from real time tweets (Kumar et al., 

2019). Another study suggested a methodology to evaluate ML techniques suggested a 

methodology to minimize human interference of data collection and labelling (Liu, D et 

al.,2021).  A literature search for the prediction of anxiety disorders was presented in one of 

the studies using ML algorithm to support care of patients and their early predictions 

(Muhammad et al.,2020). ML model for a high quality solutions of brain disorder using online 

tools like Facebook, twitter, etc. was keenly studied and results were obtained for the same 

[(Islam et al.,2018)].  Another team of researchers focused on various conditions of mental 

health and application of ML on psychology and mental health disorder (Shatte et al.,2019). 

The finding of neuro-imaging technologies in clinical assessment of children using qualitative 

estimation of psychopathology provided a better understanding of imaging technologies (Lee 

et al.,2019). Ml model on electronic dataset record to reduce health risk by providing valuable 

prediction information gave insights on electronic imaging technologies which can be further 

studied using ML (Martinez et al.,2018). Another study reflected an Ml model to demonstrate 

a wide range of diagnosis treatment research support and clinical supervision on mental health 

patients (Gupta et al.,2020).  

Lockdown can save lives and is considered most effective in the present pandemic 

situation. Students have adapted well to the stay at home restrictions and are hopeful that life 

will soon be normal. Students have experienced major teaching-learning disruption and their 

prime concerns at this moment include the uncertain schedule of forth coming examinations, 

admission to the next higher level courses, and summer internships (Mehta et al.,2020). How 

the lockdown time save lives and is the only possible way to deal with pandemic? Students 

learn how to manage their studies and other activities with online platforms like online 

Teaching Learning, Webinars, Internships and many more. This all is possible with hope that 

one day everything will be normal. Studying different parameters which effects in the 

prediction of depression by collecting dataset using questionnaire, social media post, verbal 

communication and face to face interaction (Mehta et al.,2020). Another study presented the 

algorithms which are commonly used their properties and performances always play the role 

of a guide in selecting the right and appropriate model for the diagnosis. ML help as a platform 

or bridge between the patient’s embarrassment about revealing their problems and 

psychiatrists’ critical shortfall about the therapy (Sarala et al.,2019). There has been a study 

related to a text analytical tool having a sensor and camera for self-testing scales in smart 

devices for detecting anxiety and depression (Shrestha et al.,2019). Applying Ml model stress 

pattern of working and stressed adults and to find the factors which determine the stress level 

gave better understanding on stress levels (Kiranashree et al.,2021). Using advance AI 

technologies and ML models, a personalized system that work on emotional support for a 

particular person facing mental illness (Vikhrov et al.,2021). An algorithm has been proposed 

also to classify and examine mental health disorder and its type (Kouris et al.,2005). 
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The proposed work is the comparison of the performance of different machine Learning 

algorithms on the dataset. For this the dataset is divided into two groups- training and test 

dataset. ML techniques are applied separately to conclude the best possible model for 

diagnosing Bipolar disorder. The final conclusion is drawn from the precision, recall, accuracy 

values and F1 score of all the algorithms, i.e.  Random Forest, SVM, LR, KNN for both BD 

and controlled patients. We studied another objective where we found out Bipolar disorder 

groups scored comparatively different from other groups, through emotional valence stimuli. 

The result shows Linear Regression is best for prediction of disorder where as SVM, KNN and 

Random Forest works fine with few outliers. 

2. Materials and Methods 

Records of people suffering from bipolar disorder and several healthy peoples which was 

downloaded and visually recorded to identify and extract meaningful data and information 

from complex datasets by predicting day to day analysis of patient (Vuppalapati et al., 2020). 

Each participant has gone through both stress and control conditions, performed on separate 

days having gap of one week and this is to reduce the effect of Learning on the performance. 

Also half of them undergone stress condition which are followed by control condition, other 

half undergoes these conditions in an opposite manner. Both the conditions have their own rest 

time in the start and a habituation phase and a recovery phase to the participants. The time to 

solve the Test during stress was less as compared to response time during practice session 

(Subhani et al., 2017). The mental stress condition and control condition are having habituation, 

Rest, recovery time accordingly as shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b).  

 

Mental Stress Condition                                                             

  

Figure 2(a). Phases of Mental stress condition of participants 
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Control Condition 

 

Figure 2(b). Phases of Control condition of participants.

 

The methodology involves four steps, Data acquisition, Pre-processing of data, Feature 

Extraction and Classification of models as shown in Figure 3., in which patient’s readings of 

Bipolar Disorder I and II and Unipolar Disorder were examined with the help of MiniPons and 

were compared with healthy individuals who were not suffering from any mental disorder. Pre- 

processing patient’s data helped us to study complex state of suffering patients through 

nonverbal channels and with this we were able to eliminate the interference. Through each 

channel we examined different features based on emotional valence of patient’s stimuli. After 

pre-processing data and building database ML algorithms were studied on bipolar patients.  

2.1 Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing 

The dataset taken in consideration is from the data source -Theory of mind in remitted 

bipolar disorder of Participants. Bipolar disorder dataset taken oon the basis of questionnaires 

and surveys asked to the patients collected through MiniPons, which was based on 

Interpersonal accuracy in recognition of dynamic nonverbal signals. MiniPons help us to 

accurately test the meaning of nonverbal cues. By grouping the data of stimuli in a 2x2 design 

we combined affective valence and dominance. The categories depicted Video channels of 

three different types and two different types of audio channels. The computer application 

representing stimuli helped to administered the data and responses were recorded. In recording 

the response, individuals were asked to select the subject from the two different possible 

options (Espinós et al., 2020). Dataset taken in consideration has been divided on the following 

factors: 
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Figure 3. Proposed Machine Learning Framework for identifies 

 

• Group: Bipolar, Control, Depressive. 

• Type: BD-I, BD-II, Control, Depressive. 

• Right_Answer: Number of right answer to the MiniPons assessment. 

• Assessment scales- Audio_prosody, Combined_Channel, Face_video, Body_video, 

Positive_valence, Negative_valence, Dominant, Submissive. 

Collection of raw data from patient’s history for both healthy and depressive persons. Many 

Apps are also developed to gather patient’s data (Vuppalapati et al., 2020). The data collected 
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from data acquisition phase is processed in an understandable format. This is required to study 

various symptoms and behaviours of patient. This is done by following methods: 

 

2.1.1 Data Cleaning:  

 

 This is done to remove irrelevant or unwanted data in patient’s prescription which is of 

no use in diagnose is filtered (Agnihotri et al.,2022).  

 

2.1.2 Data Transformation 

 

The raw data collected is transformed into an understandable dataset for implementation 

(Agnihotri et al.,2022). 

 

2.1.3 Checking for Null values  

 

Data is checked whether it has any null or missing fields. In this study as in Table 1, we 

have (Islam et al.,2018)7 people who participated out of which 119 were diagnosed with BD 

(F= 56, M=63). Out of 119, 70 were diagnosed with BD I (F=30, M=40, Mean age=44.50, 

SD=11.50) and 49 out of 119 were diagnosed with BD II (F=23, M=(Islam et al.,2018), Mean 

age= 49.90, SD =11.50). For Comparing the data 39 euthymic patients were diagnosed with 

UD (F=33, M=6, Mean age=62.90, SD=9.71) and 119 healthy patients (F=65, M=54, Mean 

age=46.10, SD=10.80). The Occurrence of depression was found to be twice in women as 

compared to men in UD. As UD usually occurs usually 10 years later as compared to BD, the 

age of UD patients were higher as of BD patients (Espinós et al., 2020). There are no null 

values in the dataset. 

 

Table 1 Comparing UD and BD patients according to the clinical conditions. 

 

 

Bipolar 

Disorder I  

(n=70) 

Bipolar Disorder II 

(n=49) 

Uni-Polar 

Disorder 

(n=39) 

Control 

Patients 

(n=119) 

     

Male 

[n(%)] 
40(57.10%) 

(Islam et 

al.,2018)(53.10%) 
6(15.40%) 65(54.60%) 

Female 

[n(%)] 
30(42.90%) 23(46.90%) 33(84.60%) 54(45.40%) 

Age 44.5≤age≤56.5 49.90≤age≤60.50 62.90≤age≤71.71 46.10≤age≤55.71 

Onset 

age 
20.23≤age≤24.13 

(Islam et 

al.,2018).50≤age≤35.80 
33.47≤age≤41.9  
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2.2 Data Analysis 

Data analysis is an explanatory approach to analyse datasets to summarize their main 

characteristics. The critical process of performing preliminary investigations of the data to 

discover different behaviours to test their hypothesis and to monitor assumptions with the help 

of descriptive statistics and graphical representations i.e. with statistical and visual methods 

 

2.2.1 Training Data 

 

Machine learning model is generally divided into training and test dataset. Training Dataset 

helps to create the model which can be trained to perform following Machine learning 

algorithms. 

2.2.2 Test Data  

 

Test data evaluate the dataset on the performance bases. For the dataset analysis, we have 

divided the dataset on a ratio of 75:25. Since the dataset has 277 observations, 207 observations 

fall into the training dataset and 70 observations under test dataset to perform the analysis. 

2.3 Data Visualization  

Visualizing data is one of the most important aspect while applying machine learning 

models. It can be done through various methods such as histograms, scatter plots, bar graphs, 

heat correlation matrix, etc. It gives a detailed study of the dataset on all the parameters 

mentioned.  

Scatter density Plots: To understand the distribution of values in the dataset, scatter and density 

plot is used which proves to be useful in analyzing the characteristics of data and also help us 

to understand the behavior of the dataset to a certain extent. In Figure 4, we have understood 

the behavior of 11 different attributes by relating them with the type of disorder.  
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Figure 4. Data visualization through Scatter and Density Plot 
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2.4 Classification of Algorithms 

The Python language was applied to the Machine learning algorithms using Python 3.6. as 

shown in Fig.4. This predicted the people suffering from bipolar disorder, according to the 

level of severity. The database has been divided  

 

into two sets namely training set and test set on ratio basis 75:25, respectively. The operating 

principles of each machine learning algorithm are described in the following sections. 

 2.4.1 Logistic Regression (LR) 

This model is two-fold regression model which is commonly known as Logit model and 

in which variable dependency is a phase. It mainly covers the binary dependence issues of ‘0’ 

and ‘1’ by representing pass/fail, win/loss, life / death or healthy/illness. Circumstances in 

which variables depend on more than two outcome categories can be analyzed in bulk deflation, 

or, if multiple phases are ordered, in systematic retrieval. LR gives two-fold outcomes (Sun et 

al.,2019). 

 

2.4.2 Decision Tree(DT) 

 

Decision Tree Model Construct a decision Made model which predicted an authenticated 

values of attributes in the data. Decision fork in tree structures until a prestige decision is taken 

for a given dataset. Decision trees are modelled on data for grouping and regression methods. 

DT are often expeditors and precise (Saylan et al.,2016). 

 

2.4.3 Support Vector Machine(SVM) 

 

SVM is a machine learning ML algorithm that works for segmentation and classification 

functions but is widely used in classification. This model has been used late in many programs 

because with its ability to differentiate and present quality, it separates data sequentially into 

two different categories (also known as hyperplanes), having a maximum distance between the 

two categories. It is a presentation of examples such as points in space, mapped so that the 

examples of the different categories are separated by a clear gap as wide as possible. New 

models were then drawn in that space and it was predicted that they would be in the category 

depending on which side of the gap they fell into (Rahman et al.,2020). 

 

2.4.4 K- nearest neighbor algorithm(K-NN) 

k-nearest neighborhood algorithm (k-NN) is used for classification and regression between 

the model and is one of the easiest machine learning algorithm. The input contains the closest 

examples of training in the feature space and the output depends on whether k -NN is used for 

classification or regression. In the k-NN classification, an item is divided by a majority vote of 

its neighbors, the object is given the most common category among its closest neighbors (k 

total, usually small). If k = 1, then the object is simply assigned to the category of the nearest 

neighbor. In k-NN regression, the output is a structural value of an object. This value is the 

average of the nearest k values. 
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2.4.5 Artificial Neural Networks(ANN) 

 

Artificial Neural Networks structure enables the designs to process information in the same 

way as our biological brains, by being inspired by how our nervous system works. This makes 

them useful tools to solve problems such as facial recognition, which our blood brain can easily 

do. 

In an ANN, firstly, the input from the input layer is fed up to each node in the hidden layer 

and after that it is fed to each node in the output layer. As there can be a number of nodes per 

layer and also several hidden layers are also present we need to be careful while passing before 

they finally reach the output layer. Selecting the right number of nodes and layers is important 

later on when using a neural network to run a given problem. 

 

2.4.6 Naïve Bayes(NB) 

 

Naive Bayes is a simple process used for the construction of classifiers models that provide 

class labels in problematic situations, represented as veneer of value elements, where class 

labels are taken from a limited set. It is not a single algorithm to train such dividers, but a family 

of algorithms based on the same principle: all Bayes dividers assume that the value of a 

particular element is more independent than any other factor, given the flexibility of the class. 

2.5. Performance Evaluation Metrics 

Once the algorithms are applied, it is important to validate and undergo performance 

evaluation to finally conclude which model is the best. Performance evaluation is done by 

calculating accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score for each algorithm and the algorithm with 

highest value fits the best (Mateo-Sotos et al., 2020).  

For performance evaluations, there can be four types of outcomes for the test data i.e. true 

positives, true negatives, false positives, false negatives.  

 

2.5.1 Accuracy  

Accuracy is calculated by considering the percentage of correct predictions made out of 

all the predictions for the test data.  

Accuracy = 
Number of correct predictions in test data  

 No of predictions in test data
 

 

2.5.2 Precision 

 

Precision value identifies the number of relevant data points from the test data. It indicates 

the number of true positive predictions made out of the sum of true and false positives. 

Precision =  
True Positives 

True Positives+False Positives
 

 

2.5.3 Recall 

 

Recall value give the percentage of correctly identified true positives. It is calculated by 

considering no of true positives divided by sum of true positives and false negatives.  
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Recall = 
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠+𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑠
 

 

2.5.4 F1 Score 

 

F1 score value is calculated when precision and recall value are combined together in a 

single metric by harmonic mean.  

 

2.5.5 Area Under ROC(AUROC) 

 

Area under ROC helps to distinguish between the classes. Higher value of AUCROC 

shows better classification between positive and negative classes (Mateo-Sotos et al., 2020). 

 

2.5.6 Matthews Correlation Coefficient(MCC) 

For measuring the quality of binary and multiclass class classification MCC value is 

calculated (Mateo-Sotos et al., 2020). The MCC values gives the difference between the values 

that has been predicted with the actual values.  

 

2.5.7 Cohen’s Kappa 

For assessing the level of agreement between two raters that rate the same thing while 

making predictions, Cohen’s kappa vales are calculated (Mateo-Sotos et al., 2020). The 

necessary assumption for the raters is that two raters each must rate at least one trial from each 

sample taken in consideration.  

3. Results 

In this section, we have discussed about the results obtained through the MiniPons records, 

for the classification of bipolar disorder. We have compared various machine learning 

algorithms on various aspects and drawn conclusion about which is the best suited model. The 

different attributes in the dataset have been studied through classifying them as training and 

test data. According to the results obtained, it shows that linear regression model is the best 

suited method to classify different features. 

We have studied all the models by calculating the balanced accuracy, recall, precision and 

F1 score of all the models for the patients suffering from bipolar disorder, unipolar disorder 

and controlled patients, such as Linear regression, Support Vector Machines, K-nearest 

neighbors and Random Forest. 

Through our analysis in Table 2. SVM and KNN models resulted with lower classification 

values as compared to other methods with around 84% and Random forest resulted moderate 

classification values around 89% whereas Linear regression had the best outcome with 

accuracy up to 97% for the MiniPons records.  

 

Table 2. Table representing Precision, Accuracy, Recall and F1 Score calculated through 

mean and standard deviation of these models for the proposed machine learning algorithm. 
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Methods Precision Accuracy Recall F1-Score 

SVM 83,54±0.76 84,49±0.81 83,98±0.36 84,65±0.48 

K-NN 84,65±0.43 84,09±0.28 84,76±0.56 83,45±0.39 

Random Forest 88,35±0.45 88,98±0.34 
87,99±0.(Islam 

et al.,2018) 
88,89±0.87 

Logistic 

Regression 
97,37±0.46 97,65±0.34 

97,(Islam et 

al.,2018)±0.65 
97,67±87 

 

Figure 5. Graphical Representation of Precision, Accuracy and Recall for all the models. 

 

Even for the Precision, Recall and F1 scores values, Linear Regression model gave the 

best result as compared to the other models ranging around 97 % for the MinPons records of 

patients suffering from Bipolar Disorder.   

For better understanding and analyses, the dataset was studied through various other 

parameters as well such as  

 

 

AUROC, MCC and Cohen’s kappa Method to verify whether Linear regression model is the 

best suited model or not in Table 3. These methods analyses 

the better functioning of all the models while classifying them into two different classes. 
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Table 3. The AUROC, MCC and Cohen’s Kappa Method calculation through mean and 

standard deviation method for all the models. 

 

Methods Precision Accuracy Recall F1-Score 

SVM 83,54±0.76 84,49±0.81 83,98±0.36 84,65±0.48 

K-NN 84,65±0.43 84,09±0.28 84,76±0.56 83,45±0.39 

Random Forest 88,35±0.45 88,98±0.34 87,99±0.26 88,89±0.87 

Logistic 

Regression 

97,37±0.46 97,65±0.34 97,26±0.65 97,67±87 

 

 

Figure 6. Graphical Representation of AUROC, MCC and Cohen’s Kappa method for all the 

models 

After analyzing our models through these parameters, we obtained the values for all our 

Machine Learning models and it is said that Matthews correlation coefficient prediction is the 

most accurate of all as in this we can obtain higher value only if we obtain higher prediction 

results in the confusion matrix for all the four categories i.e. true and false positives, and true 

and false negatives.  

In the MCC method, we can see that linear regression model is providing a value closer to 

1 that is around 96% whereas random forest depicted moderate value around 91% and again, 

SVM and KNN models gave the lowest result around 85%.  

In Figure 5, we have undergone a graphical analysis of our result by comparing Linear 

regression models with the other models on the basis of precision, recall and accuracy values.  
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In Figure 6, we have analyzed the values of Linear regression models with the other models 

on the basis of MCC, Cohen’s Kappa method and AUROC.  

Through the results we can conclude that Linear regression modes has attained higher 

values for the classification of Bipolar disorder values. These results can help all the medical 

clinicians in their practice to predict early risk of bipolar disorder. 

4. Discussion  

Predicting Bipolar Disorder or any other mental disorder is a very challenging task as their 

diagnosis in itself is very difficult. But this selected model can help the clinicians for better 

study and understanding about patient’s health. Our selected model Linear Regression has 

shown the best accuracy for distinguishing between patients suffering from bipolar disorder 

and controlled patients through MiniPons data with a maximum accuracy around 97 % as 

compared to other models. The comparison of the Linear regression model with the other 

models such as SVM, KNN and Random Forest proved us that linear regression model can 

perform well with even higher dimensions of data even through avoiding any sort of over 

training. 

The proposed systems will help to give a deep insight to the clinicians and technicians for 

future related studies and proves to be a reliable tool for automatic analysis in the diagnosis of 

bipolar disorder. In the future work further research can be done to implement deep learning 

modals to study each and every activities and day to day changes in patients. This includes face 

recognition and different feature selection algorithms.   

5. Conclusions 

Through our study we have finally concluded that the proposed Linear Regression model 

which we have considered to understand that the behavior of patients suffering from Bipolar 

Disorder and controlled patients fits the best in the applied algorithm. For this, we compared 

the Linear Regression model with the Other models that is SVM, KNN and Random forest and 

clearly the selected model Linear Regression provided the highest values of precision, recall 

and accuracy as compared to others. This makes the model feasible for other automatic analysis 

for the diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder and will play a vital role in the decision making process 

for the clinicians and technicians in this field. 
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